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obvious during the lens of photographer Yves Marcoux, Montrial is a urban of one thousand
radiant vistas. it truly is the place the appeal of external staircases and vibrant-coloured cornices
is paired with the lyricism of skyscrapers; the place stone lacework and tricky pediments
supplement the stark beauty of contemporary fagades. it is Montrial, town of history, donning its
previous proudly in its streets and squares at each crossroad. it is a urban cloaked in ecofriendly lower than the noon solar or whereas underneath its mantle of snow in a gray dawn. it is
a urban beneficial of Montrialers-vibrant, eclectic, cosmopolitan, boasting tranquil
neighbourhoods and bustling markets, cafis, and terraces, expressways and narrow, tree-lined
streets. it is a urban Montreal: The Lights of My City of night, the place illuminated constructions
forged their reflections at the waters of the St. Lawrence River-a play of chiaroscuro that makes
the sunshine dance and sing.
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